Checklist for Campus Visitors

(7 days or less)

PRIOR TO VISITING CAMPUS


☐ Harvard University is requiring COVID vaccination for all Harvard community members who will have any on-campus presence this fall. Please plan to be fully vaccinated before coming to campus.

☐ You are encouraged to receive a COVID-19 test on the day of arrival through a local clinic or pharmacy at your own expense.

☐ Unvaccinated travelers from international points of departure should test again on day 4 or 5 (in addition to arrival date) and must avoid close, unmasked social activities including social gatherings and dining with other unvaccinated people, until a negative result is received for the arrival test.

☐ Self-assess your health; do not come to campus if ill, exhibiting symptoms, have been exposed to COVID-19 or have tested positive for COVID-19.

Coordinate with your HLS contact for access into the buildings.

*Please note, all HLS Campus Buildings require badge access for entry.*

WHILE ON CAMPUS

☐ Wear a University-approved face covering whenever indoors and in accordance with University and any other local policies and keep documentation of any COVID-19 tests readily available at the event of any exposure or other public health need.

☐ Follow good hygiene practices and any University or HLS-specific safety requirements.

☐ Assuming you have no COVID symptoms and no known exposure to an infected person, it is okay to participate in in-person activities, following appropriate masking policies.

☐ If you begin feeling symptomatic, complete the paper Crimson Clear Health Attestation, inform your HLS contact/supervisor and leave campus immediately. You also need to contact Harvard University Health Services (HUHS) by email clear@huhs.harvard.edu or if you do not have access to email, call (617)-495-5711, press * and leave your contact information, explanation of symptoms and mention Crimson Clear in your message. HUHS will follow-up within 24 hours. Contact your personal health care provider if you have urgent medical questions. For medical emergencies, call 911 or go to your local emergency department.

*You do not need to complete Crimson Clear if you feel well.*

☐ All visitors are expected to report a positive COVID-19 test result or clinician diagnosis to HUHS via email at clear@huhs.harvard.edu immediately if they have been on campus within 48 hours of symptom onset or positive test result.

For additional information, visit our Return to Campus page, our Visitors Page or review our FAQs!